
Bethanie makes a penholder and a picture frame with 187 Popsicle sticks in all.

If she uses 98 sticks for the penholder, how many sticks does she make the

picture frame with?

2)

The park near Brandon’s home has 217 cottonwood trees and 82 valley oak

trees. What is the total number of trees?

4)

Out of the 495 cheering spectators at a sporting event, 84 support the away

team and the rest root for the home team. How many home-team supporters

are there?

5)
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1) The animal shelter near George’s school houses 115 cats and 74 dogs. What is

 the total number of dogs and cats in the shelter?

Greg cuts 80 inches from a piece of white cloth measuring 295 inches. What is

the remaining length of cloth?

3)
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Bethanie makes a penholder and a picture frame with 187 Popsicle sticks in all.

If she uses 98 sticks for the penholder, how many sticks does she make the

picture frame with?

2)

The park near Brandon’s home has 217 cottonwood trees and 82 valley oak

trees. What is the total number of trees?

4)

Out of the 495 cheering spectators at a sporting event, 84 support the away

team and the rest root for the home team. How many home-team supporters

are there?

5)
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1) The animal shelter near George’s school houses 115 cats and 74 dogs. What is

 the total number of dogs and cats in the shelter?

Greg cuts 80 inches from a piece of white cloth measuring 295 inches. What is

the remaining length of cloth?

3)

89 sticks

299 trees

411 supporters

189 dogs and cats

215 inches
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